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1. Implementation Details

The architecture of our model is shown in Fig. 1. The design details are shown below. Our code will be released later.

Encoder We use the convolutional part of VGG-19 network as our encoder. The weights are pretrained with ImageNet [2]. Following [3, 1], the ReLU3, ReLU4, and ReLU5 are used to form our feature space φ(·).

Painter Network As shown in Fig. 1(a), the Painter Network takes input of VGG feature of the image φ(IS−), and produces k Painter vectors P_i, i = 1, 2, ..., k. After the global average pooling layer, the network produces a 512 × k vector. This vector is sliced to k painter vectors whose dimension is 512.

Region Network Fig. 1(b) shows the architecture of the Painter Network, which takes φ(IS−) as input, then produces k attention maps. We use 3 convolutional layers to produce a k channel feature map, then pass it to the SoftMax2D layer. As indicated in Section 3.2 of the paper, this encodes each location to a soft one-hot vector and makes the k channels towards non-overlapping activation regions. The k channels are then sliced to k attention maps.

Fusion Network The Fusion Networks shown in Fig. 1(d) takes the concatenation result of painter vector P_i (spatially repeated to \(E^{h \times w \times 512}\)) and M_i to estimate the corresponding \(i^{th}\) component \(V_S\). The attribute vector \(V_S\) is then estimated by summing up all components.

Decoder As shown in Fig. 1(c), the decoder is trained to convert the edited feature φ(IS+) to the image space, which is formulated as

\[
\mathcal{L} = \mathbb{E}([|\phi(D(\phi(IS^+))) - \phi(IS^+)|^2], \quad (1)
\]

where \(D\) denotes the decoder, and \(\mathbb{E}\) denotes averaging among the training set. Note that we add the original image \(IS^{-}\) to the last layer. In this way, the decoder only needs...
to learn the edited part rather then the whole image, which simplifies the learning task.

2. Face Edit Interface

The attached video illustrates how interactive face manipulation works. Users can manipulate the attribute of the face image in different ways, i.e., manipulating the global edit strength, adjusting the strength of each component, or drawing on $\mathcal{M}_i$ to adjust the edited region.

3. Details of the Quantitative Evaluation

Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the A/B test. Subjects are presented with one original image, and two edited one with a randomized order. Images are presented in one row so that subjects can do careful comparison.

Figure 2. Our algorithm adds facial hair. please choose a better one. A better one means better fits edit target, higher image quality, less artifact on the face or background and less unrelated changes.

4. More results

We have also presented more results in the following pages, including more cases comparing to the state-of-the-art and more attribute edits with our approach.
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Figure 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches of the "younger" attribute. Please zoom in to see more details.
Figure 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches of the “older” attribute. Please zoom in to see more details.
Figure 5. Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches of the “facehair” attribute. Please zoom in to see more details.
Figure 6. Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches of the “younger” attribute. Please zoom in to see more details.
Figure 7. Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches of the “older” attribute. Please zoom in to see more details.
Figure 8. Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches of the “facehair” attribute. Please zoom in to see more details.
Figure 9. Other attribute manipulation results. Please zoom in to see more details.
Figure 10. Other attribute manipulation results. Please zoom in to see more details.
Figure 11. Other attribute manipulation results. Please zoom in to see more details.